Tankoa presents the 72m Progetto Bellezza concept


This is the first super-structural project for Cavaliere Design. The company is known for design projects on dry land.

According to Design Director Fabio Giannini, only four "bespoke superyacht" concepts have been honored with the "signature design" award in the last 20 years. "To be recognized among such great names is a privilege and an honor," he said in a statement.

The design, called "signature design," is a unique and exclusive concept that reflects the personality and vision of the designer. It is a celebration of the craftsmanship and creativity of the design team, and it marks a new era in the world of yacht design.

The design is inspired by the 20th-century movements of Art Deco, Art Nouveau, and Art Deco. It will become a high-tech super yacht with truly unique features and a system to ensure its power and sustainability.

The 150 guests can be accommodated on board in 72m Progetto Bellezza in the owner's suite and the VIP room. There will be two ZF engines per 2.5 hp, for a total of 600 hp, which is sure to impress and captivate the guests on board.

Check out the latest news:

- How to test the hyperloop in Toulouse
- The latest news from Samsung and Apple
- The latest news from Tesla and SpaceX
- The latest news from Boeing and NASA
- The latest news from SpaceX and NASA
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